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101 Silver Lane, Mansfield, Ohio
CHAPTER DIRECTORS – RANDY AND LINDA PORTER

Dirt, Dirt, Dirt
It is where I live.
Progress is always good, unless it affects your living place.
Linda and I are living in a construction zone. The school that was our back yard was torn
down, the playground “which was new” is gone. The outdoor basketball court is gone. The huge
trees are gone. The property is 13 acres large and is now naked. They have moved dirt
constantly! They are putting in a retention pond, which was supposed to be 6 ft. deep, at this
moment it is about 15 ft. deep. The neighbors have 2 little girls and the retention pond scares
them. The dust on our back deck is deep enough to plant flowers. I suppose it will all work out
in the end, but now it is a mess. When they first started this project, I went over and met the
bosses. They were all very nice and polite. What a dusty mess now!
Enough of me complaining. I need to focus on our chapter things. The bike is fine other
than riding in the rain. Which makes it dirty and begging to be cleaned. It is in the garage so the
construction dust is not getting it so dirty. It just needs some attention, which it will get soon. I
do not like my baby dirty. She needs some attention. How is yours?
We had a wonderful ride after the September Gathering down the road and thru the
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woods to the Flying Horse Farms. Don Wiggins met us there and took us on tour of part of their
facility. I think we were all impressed and had a good time seeing how our donations are helping
those kids and their families who have disabilities and are often treated as “not normal”. We are
so lucky to have such a facility near. If you know of someone you feel could use this week of
just being a kid, have them look into a week of camp at the Flying Horse Farms. They also have
family week for their parents and siblings. They can also use volunteers, if you are interested.
Our fall ride was October 8th and 9th this past weekend to the Buckeye State. Everyone
had a great time; the ride was great, company great and food fantastic. Everyone played cards or
dice in a special room in the evening and had more fun. Susan did a great job making
arrangements for us to stay in Chillicothe on Saturday night. This is a town worth seeing. Ohio
Buckeye State is worth seeing.
Our two dinner rides for the month are Cornerstone Resturant in Mt. Gilead on
the12th and then on the 27th we will be at the Legends in Shelby. More fun for the chapter.
More delicious FOOD, FOOD, FOOD...Thanks Debbe for planning these events.
Our Halloween party is on the 29th at Dan and Phyllis's home. Come dressed and have
fun. It is what we do. Linda has a couple new items planned for evening. Come and see what
she has up her sleeve, or on the end of her broom stick.
Don't forget the Buckeye Rally will come faster than you can imagine, so get involved
and help us offer the best rally in Buckeye history. Get involved and let's have some fun,
remember it is what we do best is have fun.
As announced at our last Gathering, we will not be doing door prizes this year. No more
knick knacks, pop and other things that we don't really need. We are going to concentrate on our
service projects and will be bringing items that we will, in turn, donate to some charity.
•
•

•

OCTOBER MEETING: The first charity will be the Crawford Humane Society.
Therefore, bring some dog and cat food or related items to our October Gathering.
NOVEMBER MEETING: Hearts and Hands of the Trinity United Methodist
Church of Shelby Bring some old, but usable pillow cases. If you don't have any, you
can purchase end of material cuts equivalent to a pillow case. These will be donated to
the Hearts and Hands of the Trinity United Methodist Church of Shelby where the ladies
will transform them into dresses for little girls in Africa, Haiti and Yuganda. They also
make shorts for little boys. When buying material scraps, they can use 22 inch width (for
size 3 dresses), 25 inch, 27 inch and up to 41 inch (for size 12 dresses). They are also in
need of seam binding and ¼ – ½ inch elastic.
DECEMBER CHRISTMAS PARTY: Flying Horse Farms in Mt Gilead. Bring
paper items (like TP – toilet paper – and PT – paper towels)....which will be given to the
Flying Horse Farms in Mt Gilead.
More Charities will be given in our Newsletter, so keep alert for this information. We
are all blessed and it is a blessing to be able to share this fortune with others.
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Thought for the day
Winner vs Loser
The winner is always part of the answer,
Th loser is always part of the problem,
The winner always has a program,
The loser always has an excuse,
The winner says “Let me do it for you,”
The loser says “Thats not my job,”
The winner sees an answer for every problem,
The loser sees a problem for every answer,
The winner sees a green near every sand trap,
The loser sees two or three sand traps near every green,
The winner says “ it may be difficult but it's possible,”
The loser says” It may be possible but it's too difficult,”
ALWAYS BE A WINNER
Chapter B: We want to thank those who came around to help with the Apple Butter
making. We had many hands – fun times – laughter – delicious food – laughs –
walks and more.
Thank you for all your hard work. We appreciate your help whether you were there for an hour,
one day, two days or whatever time you were able to give.
Thanks to Bonnie and Jerry for opening up their place for all of us. It was a great
night to
sit around the fire and then off to sleep (until Jerry decided to start the chain saw and
pound on trailers).....What a great idea to have a chili dump....It was delicious (and
the corn bread too).
Thanks again to the Chapter for the support of this fund raiser. We will have jars at the
October gathering for you to take and sell. They make great gifts...they will even be decorated
with cloth and ribbon. Make your list now for whom you want to give them to or where you
want to sell them at.
We also thank Barb and Buck Howard for surprising us with a cake in honor of our birthdays.
It was much appreciated, as well as delicious.
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ASSISTANT CHAPTER DIRECTORS
AL & CATHY NIGHSWANDER
Fall is a beautiful time of year. We so enjoy the sights, smells, and changes that take place in the
fall. Al and I look forward to the Smoky Mountain ride. Since I have retired from teaching, it is
a ride we try to make yearly. Usually, we work on Wednesday then start out in the evening,
traveling alone. This year, we decided that work could happen without us there, and we left with
three other couples. Now that is the way to travel! What a wonderful time traveling US Route
23 gliding and swaying following that black ribbon of road through Ohio and Kentucky. After
pulling off the road for the evening, we enjoyed the friendship, banter, and a new card game
called GOLF. Chet Zellner is quite good but Jim Culler, a new one to the game, caught on
quickly and finished 5 holes with a tough-to-beat score.
It was a leisurely ride through Tennessee, and once again we stopped at Bush’s Farm for lunch.
Up and down, curving around and around, this is a motorcyclist’s dream. Warm sun on the face,
and beauty all around, we co-riders have the luxury of soaking up these. All had hours to enjoy
the winding roads and nature. Sevierville and Pigeon Forge were packed with shoppers and
vacationers, so the travel was stop and go. No one sighted Dolly Parton, Paula Dean, NOR did
we stop in Gatlinburg at Coffee & Company for Pride of the Smokies blended coffee. (However,
Charlie and Phyllis Barnett DID stop to pick up some of that wonderful brew on their way to
Cherokee.)
At the hotel we met up with the rest of the Ohio
group, and Steve Main from Maryland. We
were all together and it was time to enjoy riding
and exploring the Smokies. Route 28 between
Franklin and Highland is an exciting road with
over 160 curves in 18 miles! Al and I even
scraped the floor board on some curves because
they were so sharp. Well, I squealed and I’m
sure that helped Al through those tight curves!
The views...spectacular! Cade’s Cove was
another spot that Rich Faeth took us to see.
Now that was a sight to behold! Also, we were
honored at Wheels Through Time museum as
the Big Trailer of the Day. Dale Walksler
presented each of us a hat and we also made an appearance on his live Facebook feed. Carol
Culler even got a ride in the sidecar of his 1932 Harley Davidson. (picture above).
The trip back was not as exciting. Some of us took the super slab (Interstate 75) to get back
quickly. Two couples traveled Route 23 back home. And a very lucky two couples, took two
days to travel home. The best thing was that no one traveled alone and everyone made it
home safely. Don’t miss the opportunity to ride with Chapter B. It is a special time with
wonderful friends to awesome destinations with delights around the curves.
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SENIOR CHAPTER EDUCATORS – TED & JOYCE STRUTZ
If you think it's hard to get a test ride on a new motorcycle, try convincing anyone to let you
take a ride in a new helmet before you buy it. too bad it's never going to happen, because the
long term comfort and feel of a helmet is as important as that of a motorcycle, maybe even more
important since the helmet's job is to protect you in a crash. Finding one that fits right and feels
good is a challenge, but with the right information you can tip the odds in favor of getting it right
the first time.
A helmet consists of several basic components. The shell is the first line of defense against
impact. It's unusual these days for a helmet company to use one shell for all sizes of a particular
helmet; most come in at least two sizes. For example, one for small through medium and the
other for large and extra-large. The inner EPS safety liner inside the shell compresses as it
absorbs impact energy and then rebounds slowly. The EPS liner is molded specifically for the
size of the helmet it goes in, but some companies also offer liners made for different head
shapes. The comfort liner, the layer of foam padding between the EPS and you, keeps you
comfy, absorbs sweat and contributes to the overall feel of the helmet once you put it on.
The right helmet fit is subjective. It's often described as "snug not tight", which leaves some
wiggle room. In fact, you want a bit of actual wiggle room inside a helmet for long term
comfort, but if you can turn the helmet on your head far enough to black the vision out of one
eye, it's too loose. Be aware of pressure points, which can become unbearable after a while, and
if you wear glasses make sure the comfort liner doesn't exert so much pressure on the stems that
your ears start to hurt. Don't be afraid to try another size, or a brand of helmet that comes in
different head shapes, until you find one that feels right. You're going to spend a lot of money
on a helmet, and wear it for long stretches, so comfort is second only to safety.
Because helmets are safety devices, you modify one at your own peril. Don't cut, compress
or remove any part of the shell of the EPS padding to improve the fit. Some helmets have
optional comfort liners that effectively give you a size between, say, large and extra-large. For
others, thicker or thinner cheek pads are available. If the basic fit is good, you can probably fine
tune it to be perfect.
A good helmet isn't cheap, but if properly maintained it can be worn daily for years. Be
careful what you use to clean the shell. Harsh cleaners, especially those with ammonia, alcohol,
or solvents can damage the fiberglass or polycarbonate, and ruin the paint and graphics. Start by
putting a wet paper towel over the helmet to soak and soften dead bugs and stuck-on grit. After
15 minutes remove the paper towel and scrape off the stubborn bugs with your fingernail. Then
use a cleaner that is made for helmets, or warm water and mild soap. Do the same for the face
shield, remembering to remove any anti-fog inserts first. The insert, as well as polarized and
colored shields, might require a special cleaning routine.
The EPS safety liner inside the shell doesn't need regular maintenance, nor should it be
exposed to any type of cleaner. Nevertheless, the cleanliness of the helmet's interior affects how
long the EPS remains effective. Skin oil, sweat, and hair products can degrade it over time,
which is why helmet manufacturers usually recommend replacing a helmet every five years.
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The comfort liner acts like a sponge to soak up all the substances that can harm the
EPS. Washable and removable comfort liners are common on most helmets, and can be cleaned
with just mild soap and warm water. Make sure you rinse the soap out thoroughly, though. If
any residue remains, it can mix with your sweat on a hot day and run down into your eyes. As
an alternative, use one of several spray cleaners mad specifically for helmet liners.
When you've cleaned the outer shell, use a Q-tip to remove debris from any forward facing
vents, then apply a coat of spray wax to put down a protective coating that makes the helmet
easier to clean the next time. Keep a container of spray wax and one of shield cleaner with a soft
clean towel near the bike in the garage so you can give your helmet a quick wipe down before
each ride.
Ride smart...Ride safe
Ted & Joyce
SEPTEMBER REPORT
Meeting attendance

45

Level I

37

Other Seminar Activity

0

Level II

13

Seminar by Newsletter

125

Level III

6

45

Level IV

2

Seminar at Meeting

RIDE COORDINATOR – SUSAN KENNEDY
Happy October Chapter B,
Seven states, 4,702 miles, and 15 days! Our destination? Billings, Montana with our wranglers of
the road Charlie & Phyllis Barnette and Chet & Karen Zellner. Then Rich and I bringing up
the rear. Oh what sites we saw, from the fields of corn and soybeans of Indiana, Illinois and
Iowa to the rolling grass lands with cattle of Nebraska, South Dakota and Montana. We
meandered through the Badlands, was in awe of Mt. Rushmore, Custer State Park, Little Big
Horn Battlefield, Devils Tower, Wall Drug and so much more. Plus riding Bear Tooth Pass and
Big Horn Mountain Pass.
However, nothing prepared me for Yellowstone. Every turn in the road was a new adventure to
set my eyes on something new, something I had never seen before! Sometimes my brain could
hardly handle all I was seeing! From Mammoth Geyser to Old Faithful. From prairie dogs, to
Buffalo and Big Horn Sheep. From cool rivers and water falls to Yellowstone Lake. From
sunshine to hail and finally snow! Yes, indeed this trip had it all!! I hope you enjoy a few of the
photos I took and that they will peak your “travel bug” to get out there and see what our country
has to offer GoldWing style.
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Remember it’s the ride and those you ride with! Susan
GWRRA Chapter B of Ohio loves to visit Wheels Through Time when we are cruising the
Smoky Mountains near Cherokee. We had the great fortune of receiving the Big Trailer award at
this awesome museum. AND we were invited to be a part of Dale's live Facebook video that
day. Here are a couple of pictures! The Big Trailer award is given to someone in the parking lot
with a trailer behind their bike. When Dale Walksler looked out the second floor window he
saw not one, but eight GoldWings with trailers. Carol Culler even got a special ride; As you

can see below!
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NEWSLETTER EDITORS – JIM AND CAROL CULLER
Hi Everyone:
September and October have been great riding months for us. First, Wings over the Smokies at
the end of September and then the Leaf Ride at the beginning of October. Both rides, setup by
Susan and Rich, were fantastic. We couldn’t ask for better weather in both cases. Our trip to
Cherokee, North Carolina for “Wings Over the Smokies” was fantastic!! The group enjoyed
great (hot & dry) weather and some really good rides led by Rich Faeth or Al Nighswander.
We took time to go to the “Wheels Through Time” Museum at Maggie Valley and met once
again Dale Walksler. He presented all of us his “Big trailer Award” and gave me (Carol) a
thrilling ride in a 1932 harley Sidecar. Dale is a really cool guy who loves people and what he is
doing. As we all know, we went more for the wonderful riding in the area and the company then
we did the Rally. Our sincere appreciation to Susan and Rich for making all the arrangements. It
is appreciated. As for the Leaf Ride on October 8th and 9th was another success, Susan did
another fantastic job picking out a route for us to travel on the way down to Chillicothe that was
on some really good motorcycle roads ---curvy and winding. We had great weather, great
company and good food. We stayed overnight and, as always, played cards and dice in the
evening. Sunday, lunch in Urbana at “The Farmer’s Daughter Restaurant” was great! Another
great job Susan and Rich. Once again, I think everyone had a fantastic time, I know we did.

MEMBERSHIP ENHANCEMENT – BONNIE LANTZ
Hello fellow members,
It is October and it is cooling down. Poop!! We made apple butter at my house this weekend.
That task is quite a chore. We worked well together, talked, ducked smoke, and had a lunch of
Dump-chili, ham and bean soup, baked beans, cornbread, coleslaw, pumpkin-roll, apple-cake,
donuts, potato salad an macaroni salad.
Linda and Randy, Susie and Roger, and Barb and Buck stayed here Friday night. I made a
breakfast dish for them, and then the fun (work) started. We got 330 pints. I think that was a
good day’s work. I was asked to include my breakfast dish. In this letter, so here it is.
Breakfast Strata
8 sliced of bread, cut into small cubes
8 eggs, beaten well
1 cup of small chunks of ham, can use any cooked chopped meat
1 cup grated cheese
1/2 cup chopped cooked onion
1/4 cup chopped sweet pepper (if wanted)
2 cups of milk
Grease a 10x13 pan. Heat oven to 350.
Mix everything together in a large bowl and pour into the pan and bake for about 40 minutes.
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SUNSHINE LADY – BARB HOWARD

Many thanks to Cathy Nighswander for the introduction of the “yet to be heard from"
Sunshine Lady. From what I hear, The Sunshine Lady is still recovering from loss of sleep, due
to her trip out West! (Thanks to Don Schroeder) Hopefully, with the extra hour coming up next
month, she will be back on track and good as new. That's what we are hoping for Larry
Steinhilber, who had surgery on his knee in September and is recovering at home. (Hang in
there Debbe, it's only 6 weeks!) I'm sure calls and cards would be appreciated. We're also hoping
that Ted Strutz is getting over his sinus infection and back on his feet. We missed him at the
meeting last month. If anyone has any health issues that we need to know about, please send
them to nhoward8@neo.rr.com or call 419-747-5985. Stay active- stay healthy! See ya soon!
Barb
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CHAPTER “B” ACTIVITIES
CALENDAR- NOVEMBER 2016
Sunday

Mon.

1

6 Daylight
Savings Time

7
Bd:
Kinstle

13

14
15
Bd:
Fred
Brickley
21
22

20
9am Chapter B
Gathering

Lu

Tues.

8

Wed.

2
3
Bd:
Dale
Crowl
9
10
6pm
Taylor’s
–
Galion,Oh

16

Thurs.

4

Friday

11
Bd: Ed Craft
Veterans Day

17
18
Bd:
Dixie Bd:
Awbry
Jones
24
25

23

A:Mick& Virginia
Colvin

Bd:Rita Eldridge
Fall
Officer’s
Meeting
27
28
29
30
Bd:
Rich
Faeth
November Birthdays and Anniversaries
Bd……2…….Dale Crowl, 1795 Yorktown Drive, Mansfield, Ohio 44906
Bd…..7……..Lu Kinstle,7535 Olivesburg Road, Greenwich, Ohio 44837
Bd……12…...Dennis Long, 118 Church St, Galion, Ohio 44833
Bd…..14……Fred Brickley, 45 Ash Lane-Walton Lake, Crestline, Ohio 44827
Bd……17……Dixie Awbry, 9548 Cty Rd. 38, Galion, Ohio 44833
Bd……18……Amy Jones,3345 George Hawk Rd, Shelby, Ohio 44875
Bd……20……Rita Eldridge,98 N Gamble St., Shelby, Ohio 44875
Ann…22…..Mick & Virginia Colvin, 9405 Ruff Road, W. Salem, Ohio 44287
Bd…..28……Rich Faeth, 4781 St. Rt. 309, Galion, Ohio 44833
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Amy

5
12
Bd:
Long

19
26

Sat.

Dennis
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NORTH CENTRAL SECTION CHAPTERS
CHAPTER B: 3RD Sunday, 9:00 AM, Buffet Breakfast Gathering to follow: Liederkrantz,
1001 Silver Lane Mansfield. CD: Randy & Linda Porter Ph: 330-345-7393: Email:
llscrp@sssnet.com
CHAPTER C3: 1ST Saturday, 9 AM Breakfast Gathering: Kartels Kitchen, 4741 Pearl
Rd., (SR 42 S) Strongsville, Ohio. CD: James (Dave) & Barb Hicks Ph: 216-509-4836:
Email: littldogs1@sbcglobal.net
CHAPTER I: 2ND Saturday, 5 PM Dinner – 6PM Gathering: Ryan’s Family Steakhouse,
3743 Burbank Rd., Wooster, Oh. CD: Bob & Becky Benjamin: Ph: 330-276-5900, Email:
amishtrike@aol.com
CHAPTER P: Last Sunday, 9 AM Breakfast – 9:30 AM Gathering. Coppertop
Restaurant at Cherokee Golf Course, 5740 Center Road, Valley City, Ohio 44280. CD:
John & Lois Ramsier 330-723-6689: Email: pokeyohp@aol.com
CHAPTER V: 4TH Saturday, 5:30 PM – Supper 6 PM – Beuhler’s Restaurant, Ashland,
Ohio: CD: Jim & Donna Lust: 419-462-5337 or 419-565-1424. Email: jlust@twc.com
CHAPTER Y: 1ST Saturday; 6 PM Supper – 7 PM Gathering: Central Christian Church,
17833 Gambier Road, Mt. Vernon: CD: Dave & Denise Huffman. Email:
denisehuffman106@yahoo.com
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